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AI and the future of education



Tech-romantics  or Neo-Luddites



Have we been here before? 
● - Free giant online courses, so-called 

MOOCs, can be the death knell for 
Swedish universities. The only way out 
is to quickly create successful Swedish 
MOOCs, says LTH professor.

● - Unfortunately, I think we are too late. 
The Americans have the strong brands 
and the edge - they will knock us out.



Where do we go from here? 
● What logics drive the development of AI in education contexts? 
● Do these logics align with our views of what a university education is? 
● What are the impacts of these technologies on students’ future occupations? 
● What are the impacts on our own practices? 
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Ethical and Legal Challenges of  AI-driven practices 
in Higher Education

Purpose

Conceptual: to theorize how ethical considerations 
embedded In AI-driven practices are enacted in education 
in Sweden,

Empirical: to contribute methodologically to the study of 
emerging socio-technical practices in higher education,

Pragmatic: to bring educational stakeholders together to 
discuss ethics, educational values and AI.

@In_responsible

https://twitter.com/in_responsible


● What do we talk about when talking
about AI in Higher Education?

● How does technology mediate
practices and relationships in higher
education?

● What are the implications of AI
chatbots in higher education?

Outline
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What do we talk about when we 
talk about AI in higher education?
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§ They rely on data produced by students, and analytics
techniques to optimize student-learning outcomes and
learning experience,

§ They are obsessed with increasing efficiency and cost-
effectiveness,

§ They actualize imaginaries about automation as the solution
to the teachers’ workload, fatigue, time constraints to provide
students with immediate feedback, and impartiality,

§ They are in the making, under development.

AI systems are fast developing…

Cerratto Pargman, T. C., & McGrath, C. (2019). Be careful what you wish for! Learning analytics 
and the emergence of data-driven practices in higher education. Technology, 50(6), 2839-2854.



Holmes, W., & Tuomi, I. (2022). State of the art and practice in AI in education. European Journal of Education, 57(4), 542-570.

● Student-focused AI in education (AIEd)
– Intelligent Tutor systems
– Automatic Essay Writing
– AI to support learners with disabilities
– Chatbots

● Teacher-focused AIEd
– Plagiarism detection
– Classroom monitoring
– AI teacher assistant

● Institution-focused AIEd
– Admissions (student selection)
– Identifying dropouts
– Course planning
– School security



Promises

• Identifying students-at-risk to drop out (Avella,
et al., 2016),

• Enhancing the quality and value of the learning
experience (Siemens and Long, 2011),

• Supporting self-regulated learning (Kim, 2018),

Cerratto Pargman & McGrath (2021). Mapping the ethics of learning analytics in higher education: A systematic literature review 
of empirical research. The Journal of Learning Analytics. 



§ Perceived surveillance mechanisms,

§ Moral discomfort (Jones, 2019a),

§ Adverse impact on student well-being (Howell et

al.,2018). 

Cerratto Pargman, T., McGrath, C., Viberg, O., & Knight, S. (2023). New Vistas on Responsible 
Learning Analytics: A Data Feminist Perspective. Journal of Learning Analytics, 1-16. 

Challenges
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education? 
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Technologies are not only “functional objects they 
mediate the relations between human beings 

and the world, and thereby shape human 
experiences and existence” (Verbeek, 2005 

p.236).

‘

.

Verbeek, P. P. (2005). What things do. In What Things Do. Penn State University Press.
Feenberg, A. (2009). Peter-Paul Verbeek: review of what things do. Human studies, 32(2), 225-228

About technological mediations 
(Verbeek, 2005).



3 dimensions in educational technological 
mediations 

• Instrumental dimension – goal-
oriented – How do we achieve goals
with artifacts (performance).

• Hermeneutical dimension how
reality appears to human – mediation
of perception and interpretation via
artifacts (interpretation).

• Existential dimension how artifacts
mediate people’s actions and the way
they live their lives (praxis).

Verbeek, P. P. (2011). Moralizing technology: Understanding and designing the morality of things. University of Chicago press.
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increasingly used for a variety of 
purposes 

● provide student support and guidance, in academic services,
accommodation, facilities, examinations, IT, health and more,
– help when it is difficult for human staff to respond to all

student online questions,

● intelligent tutors to teach foreign languages, computer
programming language
– Chatbot message warns users who have not practiced or

reviewed learning item for a while (Pham et al., 2018).

Holmes, W., & Tuomi, I. (2022). State of the art and practice in AI in education. European Journal 
of Education, 57(4), 542-570.



AI chatbots – large language models

● Generate text based on linguistic form, not meaning,

● The human-like responses generated are based on
information from the Internet,

● Are not concerned with university teaching or student
learning

● Introduce alternative understandings of academic
literacy and integrity,

● Negatively affect the environment.
– Training the system generated 502 tons of carbon emissions, or about as much as 110 cars emit in a

year – Source Patterson et al., 2021

Cerratto Pargman, T., McGrath, C., Farazouli, A., (in preparation). 



What are the implications of 
AI chatbots for everyday 
assessment practices?
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Implications of AI chatbots for everyday 
assessment practices

● don’t only generate text, but help to shape the
social relationships in higher education,

● potentially challenge moral norms and values
about academic integrity in higher education,

● potentially amplify distrust in student-teacher
relationships.
– Impact on self-confidence and well-being

Cerratto Pargman, T., McGrath, C., Farazouli, A., (in preparation). 



What are the relationships 
we want to cultivate 

with AI in higher education?
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@in_responsible

Solar SIG Responsible LA 
Website: https://www.solaresearch.org/community/sigs/responsible-analytics-sig/ 

https://groups.google.com/g/responsible-la

Thank you!
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A brief history of language models

Language models have been around for decades 
A standard tool in language technology

A brief history of language models



A brief history of language models

Language models have been around for decades 
A standard tool in language technology
Then, suddenly, they come alive!
(and do all kinds of mischief)

A brief history of language models



What is a (generative) language model?

Producing the table to the right is all it does

Input Output
… …42 37%
difficult 13%
hard 14%
not 20%
unknown 8%

… …

The answer is



Why do we need this?

Machine translation (as it used to work)
Swedish: Den nya bokföringsmetoden gav goda resultat. 
Hypothesis (A): The new accounting method yielded tasty results. 
Hypothesis (B): The new accounting method yielded good results.

The language model says: (B) is better!

Why do we need this?

Why do we need this?



How does it “know” this?

The old way: counting
Few examples: “accounting method yielded tasty” 
Many examples: “accounting method yielded good” 
Conclusion: “good” fits better than “tasty” here

Meta-comment: by publishing these slides online we subtly change this reality



Neural networks: the last 20 years

A complex function computing the probability of each word 
“Just” a bunch of multiplications and additions
The function includes millions or billions of constants
We test the function’s predictions on text samples
Every time, we adjust the constants to make it less wrong



What happened the last few years?

A number of technical developments: 
Differently structured functions 
Increased parallelization
More capable supercomputers

Suddenly possible to make models thousands of times larger

What happened the last few years?



Scaling up

• Every time you scale up by 10x, skills appear or improve:
• writing simple poetry
• writing text (ranting)
• correcting language summarizing

documents
• translation between languages
• simple arithmetic
• logical inferences
• writing coherent text on a specific topic

mathematical problem solving
• explaining jokes



Scaling up

• Every time you scale up by 10x, skills appear or improve:
• writing simple poetry
• writing text (ranting)
• correcting language summarizing

documents
• translation between languages
• simple arithmetic
• logical inferences
• writing coherent text on a specific topic

mathematical problem solving
• explaining jokes

• They learn a sort of computer program
• We only understand bits and pieces of it



But...

… …
big 5%
new 3%
step 7%
thing 13%
word 65%

… …

They still just predict the next

But...
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AI Chatbots and Higher Education
Workshop

Andreas Jemstedt & Alexandra Farazouli



Aim and focus of the workshop

The main goal of the session is to build an understanding of what AI chatbots are, how we can use 
them and how we may don’t want to use them. 
More specifically, we aim to briefly discuss the risks and benefits of AI chatbots in Higher Education and 
strategies for the future.



Agenda

• Part 1 - Benefits and risks of AI chatbots

Short presentations
Presentation of the work in groups
Group work
Summary of the discussions

• Part 2 - Strategizing the Generative-AI future of HE | Stockholm University Guidelines

Presentation of the key points of the guidelines
Presentation of the discussion in groups
Group work
Summary of discussion 



What is ChatGPT?



OpenAI Playground

2023-03-14



Have you tested ChatGPT?



Philosophy of Teaching Statement



Philosophy of Teaching Statement
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Philosophy of Teaching Statement 
From prompt engineering to output manipulation 

• Accuracy of references check
• Combination of multiple responses
• Language style 
• Format



Benefits of AI chatbots



Free browser extension

Example 1:
Proofreading



2023-03-14 64

Example 1:
Proofreading

Free browser extension



Text from:
Dunlosky, J., Rawson, K. A., Marsh, E. J., Nathan, M. J., & Willingham, D. T. (2013). 
Improving students’ learning with effective learning techniques: Promising directions 
from cognitive and educational psychology. Psychological Science in the Public Interest, 
14(1), 4–58. https://doi.org/10.1177/1529100612453266

Example 2:
Creating Multiple-Choice 
Questions with Feedback



Example 2:
Creating Multiple-Choice 
Questions with Feedback



Other Uses in Education

● Summarise texts
● Translation
● Identify unnecessary parts of texts
● Adapt texts to a specific audience (e.g., 10 year 

olds or politicians)
● Create outlines for lectures, projects or workshops
● Students can use it to plan their study schedules
● And much more…



Risks of AI chatbots
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Risks 

… related to ChatGPT … related to ChatGPT integration in Higher Education

Bias Replication of existing biases - missing out 
information, values

Discriminatory statements about groups of students 
Biased statements about political and social events

Inaccuracy Inaccurate responses
Irrelevant content

Misrepresentation of facts

Lack of 
transparency

Hard to track how a response was generated Overreliance
AI and digital literacy issues

Lack of 
control 

Unexpected responses
No information about the context of use

Autonomy issues
Accountability issues

Technical 
limitations

Difficulty in handling very complex prompts
Technical limitations and interruptions

Simplification of the content
Unpredictability which can cause discomfort  

Privacy and 
security

Account creation
Data handling

Issues related to what is shared with unauthorized parties



Introduction to the task
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The Task 

● STEP 1: Please read the fictional but inspired from reality scenarios describing 
different situations and uses of ChatGPT

● STEP 2: Discuss in groups your reflections about the scenarios in relation to 

what we previously discussed 

● STEP 3: Scan the QR code and answer the question 
Remember!

o There is no right or wrong answer 
o Relate the scenarios to your contexts 
o Respect the timeframe of 10 minutes and keep the scenarios for reflecting on 

the questions later with colleagues



The Task 
Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Maria is a teacher in Anthropology 
and grades assignments for her BA 

final home exam. One of the 
assignments although it meets the 

criteria to pass by answering all the 
questions adequately, seems to 

overlap in the concepts used and 
some references are mistakenly 
mentioned in the text, therefore 

Maria suspects that the student used 
AI-chatbot to write the assignment.

Frank is a new lecturer at the 
department of Sociology and teaches 
part-time in Sociology I. He 
suspected AI written text in a home 
assignment submitted by a student 
because the text has flawless and 
close-to-perfect language and cited a 
YouTube video on Bourdieu’s social 
capital theory instead of citing the 
coursebook.

How should they handle these situations?
Would you fail these students?

step 1: READ step 2: DISCUSS step 3: SCAN



Guidelines on using AI-powered 
chatbots in education and research

2023-03-
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Reviewing forms for examination to avoid inappropriate use of 
AI chatbots. Examples of measures that can be taken are:

• avoid unsupervised home examination. If used, such 
examinations can be supplemented with another additional 
and complementary examination, e.g. oral examination or sit-
down examinations.

• examine through supervised "open book" examination.

• introduce several incremental submissions in cases 
involving long text production/project work where the students 
report in different steps how the texts are developed

• using context-based and specific data that ties into course-
specific or local conditions that make it more difficult to use AI 
chatbots

• have clear requirements that course literature and other 
literature (lectures) must always be referred to and, when 
possible, with specific references to pages.

AI chatbots and examination

• analyze and reflect on the benefits and problems with AI chatbots and the texts 
they generate

• critically review responses from AI chatbots and make students aware of the risk of 
inaccuracy and bias

• reflect on bias and how different perspectives are expressed in the automatic 
responses

• compare the AI chatbot's responses with those written by experts

• reflect on how different forms of knowledge are expressed and how these are 
valued when machines can now write text.

Use of AI chatbots by teachers and students during 
courses



Introduction to the task
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The Task 

● STEP 1: Discuss with the person next to you/your online group:

– Do you think that your department should follow the guidelines?

– Do you think that you or your colleagues should use home exams from 

now on?
– How can you safeguard that students do not manipulate their responses 

using AI chatbots?

Remember!

o There is no right or wrong answer 
o Respect the timeframe of 10 minutes



Share your thoughts on the guidelines on Padlet 



Thank you ☺

Andreas Jemstedt  & Alexandra Farazouli




